
COURSE TITLE : FABRIC MANUFACTURE - III   PRACTICAL
COURSE CODE                               : 485
COURSE CATEGORY : A
PERIODS/WEEK : 3
PERIODS/SEMESTER : 54
CREDITS : 2

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS

1.0 JACQUARDS
1.1 Develop a full Jacquard design from a motif figure and then prepare the same for

card cutting.
1.2 Perform the card punching, card lacing and weave the design in single lift

jacquard.
1.3 Enlarge design from a motif figure and prepare the same for card cutting, lacing

and weave the same using double lift and double cylinder Jacquard.
1.4 Identify the various parts of a Jacquard machine.
1.5 Understand the working of double lift double cylinder jacquard.
1.6 Analyse different Jacquard sample and prepare the details required to reproduce

the same (6 samples-minimum)

2.0  AUTOMATIC LOOMS AND MULTIPLE BOX LOOMS
2.1  Assemble and set the weft feeler mechanism.
2.2  Set the cop changing mechanism.
2.3  Set the warp stop motion.
2.4 Set the let off motion.
2.5  Set the under pick mechanism.
2.6  Set the weft cutters.
2.7  Run the automatic loom.
2.8  Study of drop box motion available in the laboratory.
2.9  Arrange the  pattern card for drop box loom for various weft coloring
schemes.
2.10  Set the drop box as per timing.

3.0KNITTING AND COSTING.
3.1  Study different knitted structures.
3.2  Identify different knitted structures.
3.3  Knit different knitted structures using available knitting machines.
3.4  Identify the driving arrangement.
3.5  Setting of cams.
3.6  Remove the needles from needle tricks.
3.7  Set the sinkers in their respective position.
3.8  Identify the number of needles/inch of the machine available in the section.
3.9  Method to determine the quantity and of warp and weft required to produce
100 meters of cloth.
3.10 Methd to estimate the Ex-mill cost of :-

one metre of grey fabric
one metre of bleached fabric



one metre of dyed fabric
one metre of checkfabric

3.11            Identify the cost of production by analyzing  sample cloths.
4.0 COMPUTER AIDED DESIGNING
4.1 Computer aided woven design.
1.1 Study of software for dobby design.
1.2 Study of software for Jacquard design.
1.3 Color matching using single constant K-M theory.
1.4 Technique of Computer Color Matching.
1.5 Implementation of CCM Technique for Textiles.
1.6 Color matching using 16 point Reflectance data.
1.7 Software for pattern making.
1.8 Software for grading.
1.9 Software for sorting.
1.10 Create 3 D draping on human model.
1.11 Virtual 3 D presentation.

LIST OF MACHINERIES & EQUIPMENTS

1. Handlooms mounted with 100 hooks Jaquard,
2. Handlooms mounted with 200 hooks Jaquard,
3. Handlooms mounted with Cross border jaquard ( 200 hooks )
4. Power loom ( 36'' ) with Double lift double cylinder jaquard
5. Drop box loom 36''- 1x4 boxes with card saving mechanism- Eccle's type
6. Automatic cop changing loom 48''/52''–
7. Projectile loom with Staublli Dobby 16/24 jack, with four colour weft

insertion180/190cms.
8. Rapier loom- CRL 220 width 140cm.
9. Dobby shedding  with +ve let-off motion with reed space 190cm , four colour weft

insertion.
10. Flat bed knitting m/c
11. Circular knitting m/c 18'' – double jersy
12. Circular Knitting m/c 18” single jersy
13. Air jet loom with four colour weft insertion- reed width 190 cm
14. Colour matching cabinet
15. Computer aided design for Dobby, Jaquard and printing- cloth simulation, woven

pattern etc.
16. Computer system for CAD applications .
17. Laser printer
18. Scanner A3


